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Digital Contact provides real-time foundation Artificial Intelligence for the financial industry -
equipping quant funds with high velocity signals to build better models.



This market is increasing as traditional funds embrace quantitative strategies, creating a huge need 
for the data to power these models. Gartner** splits this data into three verticals known as the 3 V’s.

The Emerging Market Problem
 34% of the total hedge fund assets are 

managed by quants.
 $1,019 billion in total assets under 

management.
 27% of the global hedge funds are 

made up of quant funds.

Equity quant AUM (R1)

% of hedge fund industry (L1)

Managed futures / multi-start AUM (R1)

High-volume High-velocity High-variety 
information assets

Variety is becoming the single biggest driver of big-data investments, as seen in the results of a 
recent survey by New Vantage Partners.*

Demand created by funds such as…



Sourcing and decorating high variety data.  

Not knowing the data is accurate and trustworthy.

High latency and low velocity.

Integrating new data sources is expensive and time consuming.

These issues increase the time taken to build better financial models.

The Market Problem



Our Solution Stack
Leveraging the power of AI, we have created a proprietary technology stack that enables 

us to deliver valuable data in real-time. Our entire stack is built in a modular fashion, 
allowing for the use of any or all of our system in the enterprise.



Solution Stack in Detail
Data Collector

Our collector engine uses our proprietary AI to monitor millions of blogs, articles and 
news feeds as well as social media for news around equities, products and people.

Content Extractor
Our Content Extractor identifies relevant content and extracts 
and stores the relevant information along with a range of 
metadata including the authority and usefulness of the content 
source.

Content Enricher
Our content enrichment system is fully modular and 
provides a range of state-of-the-art systems to provide 
additional information. This includes NER, Entity 
relevance, Entity to ISIN matching, Topic Detection, 
Keyword Extraction, Content Summarization and 
Sentiment Analysis.

Data Builder
Our data building system uses the individual content items found to 
generate a wide range of data products. These include clustered stories, 
volumetric data, publisher and social media user authority scores, top 
stories and economic events and our news stream service. We also use 
discovered content to power our knowledge graph and trading.co.uk to 

provide powerful alpha capture signals.

Data Sentinel
Our data sentinel continuously monitors all aspects of 
our processes to look for new sources and entities, 
abnormal events and breaking stories. It also contains a 
powerful search function allowing full access to our full 
data lake.



Traction and Performance

 Our institutional API is 
currently delivering our data to 
one of the largest quant 
funds. 

 We will shortly be starting 
trials with a major broadcaster 
and have been working with 
one of the largest hedge 
funds.

Institutional API

 One of the Uk’s major retail 
brokers is consuming our retail 
API to create an individual 
news and alerts solution for its 
users.

 We are currently running a 
proven concept of our data 
with one of Europe’s largest 
retail brokers. 

Retail API

 Trading.co.uk had a 
successful advertising trial, 
generating £15,000 of 
revenue within a 6 week 
period.

Trading.co.uk



What’s the Challenge and  Why 
Can We Charge?

We have to be able to process:

10 Gigabytes 50 million 22 billion

data per second sources per day signals interpreted  per day



An issue faced by many a “data company” is that it can prove 

difficult to showcase our own data and if possible make early-

stage revenues from it.

We knew this would be critical to our success so we spent 

limited resources building trading.co.uk to do exactly that. We 

targeted the large retail investor market and created a tool to 

keep them informed of market-moving news and events.

Trading.co.uk has achieved both of these targets and gained 

significant traction whilst allowing us to build an Alpha Dataset 

for our institutional clients. 

Introducing trading.co.uk 

Full set of Trading.co.uk information can be found in the appendix 
deck ‘The Secondary Market’. 



Trading.co.uk will be split into its own fully contained business unit, utilizing the 

technology supplied by Digital Contact. Its sole purpose will be to continue to build a 

loyal financial community monetized by advertising and subscriptions, whilst also 

serving as a shop window for Digital Contact.

Partial Exit

Full set of Trading.co.uk information can be found in the appendix deck ‘The Secondary Market’. 

The plan would be to build Trading.co.uk and sell this onto a broker as a partial exit. 

There are great examples of this type of sale in the markets. To name one, the 

acquisition of DailyFX by IG Group, which sold for £40m late last year. 

The cash raised from the sale of trading.co.uk would be used to return the current 

investors investments and drive further growth. The planned sale would be within 

24 months.



The business has two key revenue streams, derived from 

two separate entities, including staff as there is minimal 

overlap:

Key Revenue Streams

The plan for trading.co.uk is to sell to a retail broker within 24 
months of investment. A recent example of this DailyFX.com being 
strategically acquired by IG Group for £40m late last year.

Revenues and structure 

 Digital Contact (DC)- Licences the data via its API 

 Trading.co.uk - Licences the data from DC and then 

generates revenues through advertising revenues 

and a subscription model. It also serves as a shop 

window for Digital Contact in the short term.



Exit Strategy

Why? Exchanges need to find new avenues 

to generate revenues as execution and 

data licence fee’s reduce.

How? Our data could be integrated directly 

into the existing distribution feeds to 

create additional revenue from  

existing infrastructure.

Why? Content providers require extra value 

added services to retain and expand 

their existing customer base.

How? Our technology could easy be  

integrated directly into the existing UI 

and APIs giving a seamless experience.



Capital Raise and Use of Proceeds

Implement sales 
strategy and team

Launch trading.co.uk as 
a secondary business

Relocate head office to the 
USA to take advantage of 

the bigger market

Employ strategic hires



Questions?

A Big Data Product Company

www.digitalcontact.co.uk

@digitalcontact

www.trading.co.uk

@Trading_AI



Revenue by Market Segments
Advertising Revenue (Freemium)

 Free, unregistered and ad-
supported.

 News, basic data sets, 
limited market coverage 
only.

 No AI or alert functionality.

Market Observers

 Registered and ad-supported.

 News and enhanced data sets.

 Enhanced AI targeted for this segment.

 Alert functionality.

 Engineered by design to return users to 
the platform to receive the data and 
therefore increasing advertising 
revenue.

Investors

Subscription Services

 Paying subscription.

 News, financial data, full set data, full 
market coverage including exotic 
markets.

 AI and alert functionality engineered so 
that the trader receives all the data in 
one burst, ensuring they have more 
time to make a decision.

Active Traders & Financial 
Professionals

Full list of target persona in Trading Appendix



What Drives the Freemium Market?

Trading.co.uk has three 
core objectives

Highlight our news feed 
technology.

No barriers to entry and shallow 
learning curve.

Designed to ensure maximum 
ad revenue.

Benefits of Trading.co.uk

No barriers to entry, reducing bounce rates.

Interface designed for our ‘Market Observers’ with a shallow learning curve.

Simplified Datasets.

Designed to maximize advertising impressions, which in turn increases 
revenues.

By design, trading.co.uk has a limited, but valuable feature set. Where more 
functionality is required it upsells our Elite offering.

Trading.co.uk ensures tighter marketing messaging to its relevant segment.

Simplified alerts to remove confusion to the inexperienced trader.



Trading.co.uk (freemium) Service 
Screenshots



Proposed Staff Structure
CEO

Head of 
Infrastructure

Head of 
Technology

Head of Data 
Science

Head of Sales
Head of 

trading.co.uk

Infrastructure 
Developer

Marketing 
Manager

Web/Mobile 
Developer

Web/Mobile 
Developer

UX/UI 
Contractor

Digital Project 
Manager

Current 
Hires

Immediate 
Hires

6-Month 
Hires

Legend

BAU 
Developer

Success 
Manager

Account 
Manager

Data Scientist

Data Scientist

Data Scientist

Developer

Developer

Developer

Technical Solution Group Sales Group Trading.co.uk Group


